
INTRODUCTION
Heroes of Linirea, we are under siege once more! Relentless hordes of powerful enemies 
are at our gates, and it is as if they have the very forces of nature at their beck and call. 

The wind is always at our enemy’s back, granting them uncanny speed. Volcanoes erupt, 
covering the countryside with ash and lava. The earth trembles, threatening to open up 
and swallow our troops and towers whole. Creatures from the ocean depths spawn from 
mysterious pools of inky seawater. 

We cannot keep the hordes and the elements at bay for much longer. For the Kingdom to 
survive, you must bear arms once more!

A CO-OPERATIVE TOWER DEFENSE GAME BY ALARA CAMERON, 
HELANA HOPE AND SEN-FOONG LIM.

RULEBOOK
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holy light

wings of light

Whenever a soldier is
removed from a horde,

put a  in its place.

Before activating Dierdre,
you may move her

to any space.
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She starts with zero. Each time a horde that isin or adjacent to Bruxa’s space is destroyed,put  on her board.

Bruxa can have up to 3  on her board.

At the beginning of Bruxa’sactivation, for each  she has
put on a horde thatis adjacent to her. 
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Sand Warriors have Sand Warriors have  and
When a hero would take damage, Alric 
may instead return a Sand Warrior 

from that heroe’s space to Alric’s board.

At the end of his first move
of the game, and after Alric

rests, move two Sand Warriors
from Alric’s board to his space.
Sand Warriors may be moved
the turn they are placed.

sand warriors
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INTRODUCTIONHeroes of Linirea, we are under siege once more! Relentless hordes of powerful enemies 

are at our gates, and it is as if they have the very forces of nature at their beck and call. 

The wind is always at our enemy’s back, granting them uncanny speed. Volcanoes erupt, 

covering the countryside with ash and lava. The earth trembles, threatening to open up 

and swallow our troops and towers whole. Creatures from the ocean depths spawn from 

mysterious pools of inky seawater. We cannot keep the hordes and the elements at bay for much longer. For the Kingdom to 

survive, you must bear arms once more!

A CO-OPERATIVE TOWER DEFENSE GAME BY HELANA HOPE, 

SEN-FOONG LIM AND JESSEY WRIGHT.
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Advance Horde Trays

Trigger all active abilities of all 
uncovered enemies, then move all Hordes 
one space toward the exit. Each Hero 
standing on an advancing Horde suffers 
1 damage (don’t move that Horde).
If a Horde enters a space with a Hero, 
the Hero retreats to an adjacent space 
(don’t trigger environment features).

Pick up Tower and Hero cards

Pick up all cards from your “Incoming 
Towers” space, your Building Sites and 
your Hero card.

Buy Towers and Mods

Buy new Towers (2  for level 1 
Tower, 3  for level 2 Tower) and 
Mods (2  for a Mod). Apply new 
Mods immediately.

helper cardhelper card

Spawn new Hordes

Draw a card from each Spawn Point 
and put it in the closest empty space 
on the Path.

Play Tower and Hero cards

A Play a Tower card on an empty 
Building Site in your color.

B Pass a Tower card: put it into 
the supply and put a higher level 
Tower of the same type on another 
player’s “Incoming Towers” space.

C Play your Hero card: move your 
Hero, then do a basic attack, special 
ability, or rest.

Destroy Horde Trays

Destroy all Horde Trays that have all 
enemies covered. Each Hero standing on 
a destroyed Horde suffers 1 damage.
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and put it in the closest empty space 
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Play Tower and Hero cards
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Building Site in your color.

B Pass a Tower card: put it into 

the supply and put a higher level 

Tower of the same type on another 

player’s “Incoming Towers” space.

C Play your Hero card: move your 

Hero, then do a basic attack, special 

ability, or rest.

Destroy Horde Trays
Destroy all Horde Trays that have all 

enemies covered. Each Hero standing on 

a destroyed Horde suffers 1 damage.
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In Kingdom Rush: Elemental Uprising, players cooperate to defend a kingdom that is being 
invaded by Hordes of enemies. The game’s campaign consists of 12 Scenarios, each with its own 
unique goals and challenges, but the main goal is always to defend the kingdom by destroying 
the incoming Hordes!

Each Scenario should take 60-90 minutes and can be played by 1-4 players. This is a fully 
cooperative game, so all players must work together to win!

While the main goal may always be to destroy the incoming Hordes, the setup instructions 
for each scenario will tell you the conditions to win that specific scenario. Pay attention, 
 as these conditions can change from scenario to scenario.

While there is usually only one way to win a scenario, there are several ways to lose! 
All players immediately lose a scenario if:

 aa  All of the Kingdom’s Health is removed
  or
 bb  If all Spawn stacks are empty at the beginning of a Round
  also,
    cc  each Scenario may have a unique added way to lose that Scenario!

GOAL OF THE GAME 

HOW TO WIN AND LOSE

44 55



2 Players:

4x

2x

1

1

22

11

Choose a difficulty level, then take 
the indicated number of Crystals and 
Gold from the general supply and 
add it to the players’ supply. Each 
scenario shows how many gold and 
crystal tokens to take on the standard 
difficulty level.

Place the indicated number of Heart 
tokens near the Exit tile. 

Gather the indicated Horde cards 
(return the rest to the box).

Place the indicated Horde cards face up 
on the path.

Create Spawn stacks as shown, then 
place each Spawn stack face down next 
to its Spawn token.

Prepare the Tower display: Organize all 
Towers by type and level as shown.

Prepare the general supply: place all 
Gold, Crystals, and all other indicated 
components near the game area.

Choose a Scenario to play from the Scenario 
booklet. We recommend going through them 
in order (starting with the “Prologue” 
Scenario, which teaches you many rules 
while playing, or “1. Blooming Threats”). The 
Scenario’s setup will show how to align 
Map tiles and how to distribute Towers, 
Hordes, etc.

According to your chosen Scenario, do all 
of the following in order:

According to the player count, set up 
the Map as shown, using the indicated 
Map tiles, Exit tile(s), Building Sites, 
Spawn tokens, plus any additional 
components shown in the scenario setup.
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GAME SETUP
Each player chooses a Hero to use. 
According to a player’s Hero, each 
player takes the corresponding:

a a Hero board
b b Activation card
c c Damage tiles
d d Hero miniature and 
e e Special Ability tiles 
F F Heart token
Distribute the ‘Starting Towers’ between 
players, as agreed to by all players. 
(Each player may have a different number 
of Towers, even none, in their starting 
hand).

88

99

1010PLAYER SETUP

Basic attack
Incoming Towers

TURN SEQUENCE

special ability #1

special ability #2

Spawn new Hordes
Play Tower and Hero cards
Destroy Horde trays
Advance Horde trays
Pick up Tower and Hero cards
Spend Crystals & Gold

1
2
3
4
5
6

She starts with zero. Each time a horde that is
in or adjacent to Bruxa’s space is destroyed,

put  on her board.

Bruxa can have up to 3  on her board.

At the beginning of Bruxa’s
activation, for each  she has

put on a horde that
is adjacent to her. 

dark secrets
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SPECIAL FOR BRUXA: 
Take 3 Skull tokens. 
There are 4 tokens in 
the box, but the 4th 
is only available with a 
certain ability. 
SPECIAL FOR ALRIC: 
Take 2 Sand Warrior 
meeples.

CRYSTALS AND GOLD:

Crystals and 
Gold are shared 
by all players 

in one collective 
player supply 

that can be used 
by any player.

66 77



 NOTE
Skip this phase during the first round. 

 IMPORTANT
If there are no empty spaces between the Spawn 
Point and the Exit, all players lose at once!

 QUICK NOTE 
ABOUT ADJACENCY
Adjacency includes diagonal 
adjacency unless otherwise 
stated.

In numerical order, one at a time, starting 
with Spawn stack “1”, perform the following 
steps for each Spawn stack:

I. Take the top Horde card from the Horde 
stack and place it face up into a Horde Tray.

II.  Place the Horde Tray onto the path space 
closest to its spawn point that doesn’t 
already contain a Horde Tray.

GAMEPLAY
A game takes place over a variable number of 
rounds. Each round consists of the following 
phases:

SPAWN NEW HORDES (page 9).

Place a new Horde from the top of each spawn 
stack onto the adjacent Path space.

PLAY TOWER AND HERO CARDS (page 10).

Play Tower and Hero cards to cover Hordes 
with miniatures and Damage tiles.

1
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1. SPAWN NEW HORDES1. SPAWN NEW HORDES

22

11

AA

bb

11

22

Hordes must always be placed and moved 
in the same orientation, with their colorful 
stripes always toward the ‘bottom’ of the map.

In the below example, the left horde is 
oriented incorrectly as its stripes are 
not facing the bottom of the map. The 
horde on the right is oriented correctly.

Example: The top Horde from stack 11 must 
be placed on path A A . Then the top Horde 
22 must be placed on Path BB  . 

DESTROY HORDE TRAYS (page 16).

Remove each Horde that has all its enemies 
covered and players receive rewards.

ADVANCE HORDE TRAYS (page 17).

Each (remaining) Horde card on the Path 
moves once toward the Exit.

PICK UP TOWER AND HERO CARDS (page 18).

Each player takes all of their played and 
incoming cards into their hand.

BUY TOWERS AND MODS (page 18).

Players collectively spend Crystals 
and Gold to gain new Towers and 
Mods, and Upgrade Towers.
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ATTACKING AND DEFEATING HORDES

You can cover Enemy (and non-Enemy) squares 
with Damage tiles by Attacking with Towers and 
Heroes. Additionally, moving a Hero miniature (page 
14) physically on top of Enemy (and non-Enemy) 
squares also covers those squares!

When all Enemy squares on a Horde are covered, 
the Horde (the entire card) will be Defeated during 
phase 3: Destroy Horde Trays (page 16). Leave 
Hordes on the Path until then. Only Enemies need to 
be covered, but any number of non-Enemy squares 
on a Horde can be left uncovered.

Each Building Site can have at most 1 Soldier 
Tower and 1 non-Soldier Tower built on 
it. If any miniatures (Hero, Sand Warriors, 
Tentacles, etc.) are on a Building Site, you 
cannot build there. You cannot build on a space 
containing an Environment Feature, unless it is 

a Blossom (see box).

TO PLAY A TOWER CARD, PERFORM 
THE FOLLOWING STEPS IN ORDER:

I. Choose a Tower card from your hand; 
place it face up on one of your-
colored Building Sites (respecting 
the rules stated above). 

II. Attack with this placed Tower by 
placing Damage tiles/Soldiers as 
shown by its Range (page 11).

2. PLAY TOWER 2. PLAY TOWER ANDAND  

Players perform actions, one at a 
time, in any order. Each action must be 
fully resolved before another action is 
performed. The same player may perform 
multiple actions in a row.

AS AN ACTION, CHOOSE ONE 
OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS: 

Play a Tower card (next section), or 
 

Pass a Tower card    
(page 13), or

 
Activate your Hero (page 14).

A. PLAY A TOWER CARD

Environment Features

Shown here is a Magic 
Blossom from scenario 1. 
You may build on a building 
site that has a Blossom (but 
never any other Environment 

feature type). A Blossom that is Built 
on is not removed; but while covered 
with a Tower, it can not be activated.

3WIZARDtower

ACTIVATE HEROESACTIVATE HEROES PLACING DAMAGE TILES:

THIS ELEMENT WORKS DIFFERENTLY 
FROM KINGDOM RUSH: RIFT IN TIME!

When placing a Damage tile, you may:

 Cover Enemies and/or empty small square.

 Rotate and/or flip it any way.

Damage tiles can never:

 Cover other Damage tiles or anything 
else physically on the Horde.

 Extend outside a Horde.

 Be moved. (Once 
placed, damage 
stays.)

DAMAGE TYPES

As you play through the campaign you’ll encounter increasingly powerful enemies with special 
rules. Some of them may block you from placing certain types of Damage tiles on them. 
Soldiers and Damage tiles always have a type associated with them; Physical, Magical, or True.

A Hero miniature can always move directly onto Physical or Magical resistant Enemies, causing True Damage. 
But when a Hero attacks, the Damage tile type depends on the Hero and is typically not True Damage.

Enemies with physical or magical resistance will appear in the later scenarios!

ICONS ATTACK TYPE

PHYSICAL: Shown by a ’sword icon’ or ’red Range arrows’. 
Soldiers are usually Physical Damage, unless the Tower 
or Hero ability specifically states otherwise. Physical 

Damage cannot be placed on Physical resistant Enemies. 

MAGICAL: Shown by a ’blue magic icon’ or ’blue Range arrows’. 
Magical Damage cannot be placed on Magical resistant Enemies. 

TRUE: Showed by the ’purple sword icon’ or ’purple Range arrows’. 
True Damage ignores Physical and Magical resistance (it can be 

placed on both Physical and Magical resistant Enemies). 

A.

B.

C.
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ATTACK RANGE

Each Attack has Range. Range determines the direction and distance you can place Damage 
tiles. The direction a Tower or Hero miniature is facing (its orientation) affects its possible 
targets. When placing or moving a Tower or Hero miniature, you may change its orientation. 
You cannot change the orientation any other time, especially not during an Attack.

ICONS ATTACK TYPE

Melee: Damage tiles must be placed on 
the same Horde this Hero’s 

miniature is on.
Alric AA may attack horde 22 with 

melee damage.

Damage tiles/Soldiers must be placed 
on the adjacent pointed-to Horde. 

Adept Tower BB may attack horde 3 3 . 
It can’t attack any other horde.

If there is more than one Damage tile 
associated with one of these ’multi-arrow’ 
Ranges, you may place each Damage tile/
Soldier on the same or different Hordes. 

 Damage tiles/Soldiers are placed 
on each adjacent pointed-to Horde.

Damage tile/Soldiers are placed as 
desired among any adjacent spaces.

Bruxa CC may attack either horde 33 or 
horde 44 with her basic attack. Wizard 
Tower DD may attack hordes 11 and 2 2 , 
putting all damage tiles on one of 

them or splitting them.

Dwarven Bombard EE may attack 
hordes 22 and 3 3 , putting one 1x1 tile 

on each of them.

Knights Barracks FF may put two soldiers 
either on horde 22 or 33 or 44 (or put one 
soldier each on two different hordes).

 Perfect Range: 
Damage tiles/Soldiers may be placed on 
any one Horde, anywhere on the board.

Sharpshooter tower GG may attack horde 
2  2  with two 2x1 tiles or it may instead 
deal two 1x1 damage tiles to any one 

visible horde: 1 1 , 2 2 , 33 or 4 4 .

Tiles placed by archer towers 
(with “+” between tiles) have to 

be placed on one horde.

Splash Damage: 
Place Soldiers as normal (according to the 
Tower’s Range); for each Soldier, also place 
1 ‘Spear’ Damage tile on a different Horde 
adjacent to the Horde on which the Soldier 

was just placed. 

Soldiers and their ‘Spear’ Damage tiles 
share the same Damage type.

Sharpshooter tower GG can’t 
attack two different hordes.

The Knights Barracks FF places one 
Soldier on Horde 33 and one Soldier on 
Horde 4 4 . Then the soldier from horde 
33 may attack horde 1 1 , 22 or 44 with a 

1x1 damage tile. The soldier from horde 
44 may attack horde 22 or 33 with a 1x1 

damage tile.

Passing (and Upgrading) is the only way to 
gain level 3 and 4 Towers. You don’t have to 
Upgrade a Tower to pass it, but generally 
you want to when you can.

B. PASS A TOWER CARD

Choose a Tower from your hand to place 
into any other player’s Incoming Towers 
slot. Optionally, upgrade the passed card 
by returning it to the supply and taking a 
Tower from the supply of the same type, 
but 1 level higher (it still goes into their 
Incoming Towers slot). 

1212 1313



 IMPORTANT
you may only activate your hero if he or she 
isn’t knocked out. A knocked-out hero cannot 
activate; instead, the hero regenerates all their 
life points (but not special abilities) and then 
waits for the next round.

 IMPORTANT
All heroes also have unique 
abilities on their hero boards. Read 
them carefully before playing - 
they will allow you to perform 
additional actions during hero 
activation!

PLACING AND MOVING HERO MINIATURES:

You can:

  Move through Towers and Hordes.

  End movement on Hordes and building sites with 
no tower present.

  Cover enemies and/or empty small squares. 
Remember, Heroes deal True Damage so can cover 
both Physical and Magical Resistant enemies.

  Rotate to face another direction ensuring that the 
miniature is flat on its base. You don’t have to 
move to a new space to rotate.

You can never:

 End its movement on a tower.

 Cover damage tiles, miniatures, or any component 
that is physically placed on a Horde.

 Extend its base over the edge of a Horde.

 Change direction during an attack. You can only 
change direction as part of a move.

AA  Hero Basic Attack

BB  Two slots for Hero 
special abilities

CC  Slot for Hero card

DD  Hero Name

EE  Hero Health Points

FF  Hero Move Points

GG  Slot for incoming 
towers

HH  Turn sequence

II  Special Icons and 
Hero Skills

Basic attack

Incoming Towers

TURN SEQUENCE

special ability #1

special ability #2

Spawn new Hordes
Play Tower and Hero cards
Destroy Horde trays
Advance Horde trays
Pick up Tower and Hero cards
Spend Crystals & Gold

1
2
3
4
5
6

She starts with zero. Each time a horde that is
in or adjacent to Bruxa’s space is destroyed,

put  on her board.

Bruxa can have up to 3  on her board.

At the beginning of Bruxa’s
activation, for each  she has

put on a horde that
is adjacent to her. 

dark secrets
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When you activate your hero, place your hero 
card on hero board and perform these steps 
in order:

1.1.  Optional: You may move and/or  
 rotate your Hero miniature

2. 2. Mandatory: Perform one of the 
 following three actions:

- Basic Attack

- Special Ability

- Rest

You cannot move your Hero miniature after 
performing an action. You can only activate 
your Hero once per round.

C. ACTIVATE YOUR HERO

TRIGGERING BLOSSOMS AND OTHER 
ENVIRONMENT FEATURES

When a hero moves on or 
through any Blossom, after you 
end that Hero’s movement, you 
may activate and exhaust each 
of those Blossoms (flipping the 
token to its withered side). Perform the effect 
for the Blossom (as described in the scenario 
setup or on the Blossom Reference card.)

In the later scenarios there will also appear 
other blossoms and different environment 
features. Their rules are in the scenario 
description and the glossary.

Instead of performing a basic attack or triggering 
a special ability, a hero may rest to regain all 
life points and refresh their special abilities. 

Remember: whenever your hero is knocked out, he 
or she skips their next activation and regains all 
life points. This is not rest: special abilities are 
not refreshed.

REST

Move your Hero a number of adjacent spaces 
up to the number of ‘winged boots’ on your 
Hero board. Your Hero may move through any 
spaces on the map, but you can’t finish movement 
on a space with a tower.

Example, Bruxa can move up to 3 spaces.

If your Hero miniature is on your Hero board, 
it is considered to be adjacent to any Exit.

Each hero may 
perform a basic 
attack just 
like towers. 
Each hero’s basic 
attack is specified 
in the upper left 
corner of the 
hero board.

Each hero may perform a special ability instead 
of a basic attack. Each hero may have up to 
2 special abilities (depending on the number of 
players). Available abilities are listed in the 
scenario description.

When a hero uses a special ability, flip this 
ability tile to the other side. You can’t use it 
again until the hero rests.

Special abilities marked with this icon are 
“passive abilities” that work constantly. 
You can’t trigger a passive ability as a 

hero action; it is always active.

MOVEMENT
BASIC ATTACK

SPECIAL ABILITIES
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Protection - A Hero with 
Protection ignores damage until 
the end of the round (they 
do not lose any health, so a 
Hero with Protection cannot be 
Knocked Out).

When a Horde with any Heroes or Soldiers on it tries to 
move, the Horde does not move. Instead, deal 1 damage to 
each Hero and Soldier on the Horde.

A Horde with no Heroes or Soldiers will move to the next 
path space closer to the exit that has no Horde. A moving 
Horde can move through one or more Hordes to reach this 
next empty space, so be careful!

If a Horde moves onto a path space with any Hero miniatures, 
each of those Heroes must retreat to an adjacent space 
without a Horde or Tower. Retreating never triggers 
Blossom or other Environment Features!

If there are no more empty spaces between the moving 
Horde and the Exit, it escapes. Remove one Heart from 
the Kingdom for each uncovered Enemy on the Escaping 
Horde, then remove the Escaping Horde from the game. 
If the Kingdom loses all hearts, all players immediately 
lose the game!

Example: When this Horde 
is Destroyed, gain 1 Gold 
or 1 Crystal.

0

OR

3. DESTROY HORDE TRAYS 3. DESTROY HORDE TRAYS 
Destroy each Horde (in any order) that 
has all of its Enemies covered (non-Enemy 
squares do not need to be covered).

TO DESTROY A HORDE, PERFORM THE 
FOLLOWING STEPS IN ORDER 

(one Destroyed Horde at a time):

 Deal 1 Damage to each Hero and 
Soldier on it. 

 Return all Damage tiles on it to 
their respective supplies.

 Remove and discard the Horde 
card and tray from the path, but 
leave any remaining Hero miniatures 
on that same Path space (from which 
the Horde was removed).

 Gain the reward shown on the 
back of the discarded Horde card (if 
any). A ‘slash’ means OR.

4. ADVANCE HORDE TRAYS4. ADVANCE HORDE TRAYS
Each Horde on the Path attempts to move toward the Exit once, following this procedure in order.

1. Each Horde along the Path connecting the 1st Spawn point and Exit attempts to move. Hordes 
closest to the Exit attempt to move first. 

2. Each Horde along the path connecting the 2nd Spawn point and Exit attempts to move. Hordes 
closest to the Exit attempt to move first, but do not move any Hordes that already moved this 
phase. (Repeat for the 3rd Spawn point, etc.)

HERO AND SOLDIER HEALTH

SOLDIERS

Soldiers have 1 Health. When they are 
dealt 1 or more Damage, immediately 
return them to the supply.

HEROES

When a Hero receives Damage, 
reduce their Health tracker on 
their Hero board. If a Hero is 
reduced to 0 Health, they are 
Knocked Out, and the Hero’s 
miniature is immediately placed 
on their Hero board.

11 22 33

11

22 66

77

44 33

55 88
Each Large ‘multi-squared’ 
Enemy - with any number of 
its squares visible - removes 
4 hearts from the Kingdom 
(instead of 1) if it escapes.

AND
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5. PICK UP TOWER AND HERO CARDS5. PICK UP TOWER AND HERO CARDS
Each player takes their Hero card and all of their Tower cards into their hands (from their 
Incoming Towers and Building Sites). 

6. BUY TOWERS AND MODS6. BUY TOWERS AND MODS
All Gold and Crystals are shared by all players. Any player - in any order, and as agreed to 
by the team - can spend Gold and Crystals to buy new Towers and Tower Mods from the supply. 
Spend the required Crystals and Gold, returning it to the supply; then give each new Tower to 
any player, and put each new Mod onto any eligible Tower owned by any player. You can make 
any number of purchases.

Spend 2 Crystals to buy any Level 1 
Tower; or spend 3 Crystals to buy 
any Level 2 Tower.

You can only buy Level 1 and 2 Towers 
(higher level towers can be gained 
by passing towers during Phase 2 
(Page 13). Towers are limited; if they 
run out, you can’t buy that type. 
A Tower in the supply that already 
has Mods attached to it is bought 
as usual.

Spend 2 Gold to buy a tower mod 
and apply it to any eligible tower. 
Keep in mind that:

 each mod may be applied once 
per scenario and can’t be moved to 
another tower.

 you may always buy any of 6 basic 
tower mods (described on page 19).. 

Advanced mods will be available in 
later scenarios.

BUYING NEW TOWERS BUYING NEW MODS

TOWER MODS

Soldier Towers may not 
have Mods applied to them. 
This icon on the Tower 
reminds you of this.

Mage Towers (of levels 1, 
2, and 3 only) can have 
up to 2 Mods applied 
to them. This icon on the 
Tower reminds you of this.

Your game comes with 2 copies of each mod: 
the 2nd copy is just a backup in case one copy 
is lost or destroyed. The Mods available to use 
during a game (1 of each) are stored in a sticker 
holder “book” - only mods remaining there are 
available for use during a game.

2x1 Artillery Damage tile:

When this Tower Attacks, place 
an additional physical 2x1 

Damage tile on the adjacent 
pointed-to Horde.

1x1 Damage tile:

When this tower attacks, 
place an additional 1x1 physical 

damage tile on any horde.

True Damage:

All Damage tiles placed 
by this Tower are considered 

to be True Damage.

Perfect Range:

All Damage tiles shown on 
this Tower have Perfect Range 
(instead of the shown range).

Additional Soldier:

When this Tower Attacks, 
place an additional Soldier 

on any one of the pointed-to 
adjacent Hordes.

Additional Building Site:

At the Building Site where this 
Tower is built, you may build 
one extra non-Soldier Tower 
(so 2 non-Soldier Towers 
and 1 Soldier Tower can 

be built there).
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You use one ‘main’ Hero, two Bench Heroes, and three Building Site colors. 

BENCH HEROES: Determine which ones to use before the Scenario begins, and have their 
miniatures and Hero cards nearby (return their Hero boards to the box). 

Once per round, during the 2) Play Tower and Hero Cards phase; in 
addition to playing your ’main’ Hero card (before or after), you may 
activate 1 Bench Hero, as follows:

1) Place the Bench Hero’s miniature on any Horde or space (following 
placement rules).

2) Activate the effects on the ‘Bench Hero’ side of their card (shown 
left).

3) Remove the Bench Hero’s miniature and card from the game at the end of the round it was 
used (unless the effect says to do otherwise). Each bench hero may be used only once per game.

When you Upgrade and Pass a Tower, do everything as normal; except, place the Tower in your 
‘Incoming Towers’ slot.

At the beginning of each round, you must choose one Building Site color to block, meaning that 
you cannot place any Towers on Building Sites of this color the entire Round (you can use the 
other two Building Site colors as usual).

You cannot choose the same Building Site color to block two rounds in a row. 

If there is a white building 
site in a scenario, it is always 
available in solo mode.

Iron Iron 
challengechallenge

Heroic Heroic 
challengechallenge

STANDARDSTANDARDEASYEASY HARDHARD

Start with 2 Gold and 2 
Crystals fewer than shown 

in the scenario setup.

Start with the amount 
of Gold and Crystals 
shown in the scenario 

setup.

Start with 2 Gold and 1 
Crystal more than shown 
in the scenario setup. 

Additionally, upgrade up 
to 3 different starting 

towers by 1 level.

Start with 1 Gold and 1 Crystal fewer 
than shown in the scenario setup. 

Additionally, each scenario has a unique 
Iron Challenge Rule in its setup.

Start with 3 Crystals fewer than shown 
in the scenario setup. Additionally, return 
1 starting tower to the tower display. The 
scenario has an additional lose condition: 
If any Hero loses all of their health, all 

players immediately lose the scenario.

-+

-

22

2
1

3

3 1 2

SOLO MODE CHANGES DIFFICULTY LEVELS

TO DECREASE THE DIFFICULTY...
You may use 1 or 2 additional Bench Heroes 
(for a total of 3 or 4).

- 1
1
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The following symbols appear in map setup illustrations:

Place the gathered horde cards face down into spawn stacks 
as shown. In this example, stack 1 has a green card on the 
bottom and a red card on top.

You’ll place each Spawn stack next to the map as shown 
below.

0

2

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

2

2

11

22

33

SPAWN STACKS

Gather together the following horde cards from the 
indicated wave groups:

Wave 0

1x Green

2x Yellow

1x Red

Wave 1

2x Green

2x Yellow

 Wave 2

2x Green

1x Yellow

HORDES

Kingdom Rush: Elemental Uprising is a campaign game. We recommend playing scenarios 
in the right order because each scenario introduces new gameplay elements, and 
together they tell a continuing story.
To learn the game, we strongly suggest playing the optional prologue scenario - 
“Foes on the horizon” (in the separate booklet). It will guide you step by step 
through all of the game phases. You may skip it, though, and start with scenario 
1 - “Blossom threats”.

Each scenario gives you the following information:

. Which HERO  abilities are available

. Which TOWERS  and mods are available

. How many and  you should take on standard difficulty level

. How many  you should place near the exit

. Which towers you start with (distribute them as you like among the players)

. How to prepare the HORDES

BEFORE YOU START THE GAME...

2 Players:

2x Archer Tower, 
1x Mage Guild, 
1x Militia Barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

HOW TO PREPARE THE MAP FOR EACH PLAYER COUNT

Place a Building Site of the indicated 
color on this space.

Place the Exit tile adjacent to 
the indicated path space. 

Place a random face-up Horde card of 
the indicated level and color on this 
space (in a Horde tray, and taken from 
those gathered).

Place a face-up Magic Blossom on this 
space. If there is a Building Site already 
on this space, place the Blossom on top.

Place the numbered Spawn token 
adjacent to the indicated path space.

0

22

11
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1 Player:

2 Players:

3 Players:

4 Players:

People, gather round! The enemy is at our gates! This is no longer an ordinary war. We are facing creatures 
far beyond our powers. Remember when our grandmothers used to sing to us of mystical flowers that bloom on 
nearby hills? Those legends were true. They might be the only way to stop these monstrous magma elementals. 
Let nature defeat the unnatural!

VICTORY CONDITION SPAWN STACKS

11 BLOOMING THREATS 3. NEW RULES

0

0 1

0

0 1

0

0 1

0

0 1

2x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
2x Militia Barracks

3x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
2x Militia Barracks

2x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Militia Barracks

2x Archer Tower 
1x Militia Barracks

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Wave 0

1x Green

2x Yellow

1x Red

Wave 1

2x Green

2x Yellow

 Wave 2

2x Green

1x Yellow

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks 
as shown.

You win if there are no enemies on the map at the end of 
5th round.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health 
is removed; or all Spawn stacks run out of cards (the 5th 
round ends). 

All heroes are available.

Do not use Hero Ability tiles (leave them all in the box).

Do not use level 4 Towers (leave them all in the box).

6 basic tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

Players’ 
supply:

4x

2x

2. SETTING UP THE MAP

A14

A9 A10

A13

A1

11

22

1

2

0

0

2

2

1

1 NEW ENEMIES

BLOSSOM

If you move a Hero through a space 
containing a Magic Blossom, or you 
end a Hero’s movement on top of a 
Magic Blossom, you may immediately 
flip the Magic Blossom face down to 
activate it. You may activate multiple 
Blossoms during the same turn if you 

move through/on them all. A face-down Magic Blossom 
cannot be activated. Blossoms never flip face up again 
during this scenario (each may only be used once).

Place 1 1x1 True Damage tile onto each of up to 2 
different Hordes located anywhere.

special damage
Only True Damage, Soldiers, and Hero 
miniatures can cover enemies with this icon.

large enemy 
When a Horde Escapes, if any squares 
of a Large ‘multi-square’ Enemy are 
uncovered, that Large Enemy removes 4 
hearts from the Kingdom (not just 1 per 
visible Large Enemy square).

fast enemy 
When a Horde attempts to move, if it has 
1 or more visible Fast icons, the Horde 
will attempt to move twice. Fast icons 
revealed after the first move (due to 
removal of damaged Heroes or Soldiers) 
do not then cause a second move.

You cannot buy level 1 
Towers (gain any level 1 
Towers at the start of the 
game as normal). Remove all 
blossoms from the board.

top of the spawn stack top of the spawn stack

11 22

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MAGE
guild

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
ARCHER
tower

1
MAGE
guild

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

tough enemy 
Tough Enemies are always large, and each 
of a given Tough Enemy’s squares must 
be covered by a different Hero or Damage 
tile. However, a given Hero or Damage 

tile may cover single squares of more than one different 
Tough Enemy.

bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

bottom of 
the spawn 

stack
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Slay the monster’s head, and the rest will fall apart. The hobgoblins marching 
in the front must be killed first, and then the enemy’s morale will surely 
collapse. Our scouts report strange lava pools appearing nearby. Find them, 
as they may contain treasures, but stay alert - danger is everywhere. 

Wave 3

1x Green

1x Yellow

1x Red

Wave S

2x Blank

3x C1

Players’ 
supply:

3x

3x

SPAWN STACKSVICTORY CONDITION

magical shields
A Horde showing this icon blocks 
incoming damage of the indicated type 
coming from the indicated direction. In 
this example to the left: If damage 

originates from a space in a column to the left or 
right of this Horde’s space, it is blocked.

A Horde’s Shield protects only that Horde; it does not 
prevent you from damaging other Hordes.

This does not block any damage from a Hero on the 
Horde. 

Splash damage may still damage a Horde with a Shield, 
if the Splash damage originates from the other side of 
the Shield. 

TOWERS

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Gather the following horde cards from the indicated wave 
groups. If there are extras available of a level/type, choose 
which ones to use randomly. 

Do not use level 4 Towers (leave them all in the box).

6 basic tower mods are available.

HORDES

HEROES
All heroes are available.

You may use all hero abilities with  . In a game with 
1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 3-4 
players, use 1 ability per hero.

Lava Pool
Place a Lava Pool on the indicated space 
and add 2 Crystals on top.

If you Move a Hero through a space 
containing a Lava Pool, or you end a 

Hero’s movement on top of a Lava Pool, if there are 
any Crystals remaining on it, Take 1 of them and add it 
to the players’ supply. Each Hero can only collect up 
to 1 Crystal per Lava Pool per turn.

After Hordes advance, each Hero adjacent to or on any 
Lava Pool suffer 1 damage.

blank hordes
Scenario 2+: Blank Hordes will be placed 
in Spawn stacks. When one ’would be 
placed’ during ”Spawn New Hordes” - 
instead of placing it - remove it from 

the game. Do not draw another Horde from its Spawn 
stack as a replacement. 

2. SETTING UP THE MAP

X 3
Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks 
as shown.

Each Spawn stack will be placed next to the map as shown 
below.

All 3 Champions (see below) are Destroyed and you survive 
until the end of that round.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health 
is removed; or any Champion escapes to the Kingdom. 

22
Iron challengeIron challenge

Each time a Champion does 
not perform its special 
attack, remove (up to) 1 

damage tile from it. Players 
collectively decide which 

Damage tile to remove (of 
any size or type).

EVERYTHING CHANGED 
WHEN THE LAVA APPEARED

Wave 0

2x Green

2x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 1

3x Green

3x Yellow

3x Red

 Wave 2

3x Green

1x Yellow

1

0

0

2

0

2

1

1

0

1

1

c1

3

0

1

2

1

1

c1

3

3

c1

A6A7A5 A1
2211

33

NEW ENEMIES

top of the 
spawn stack

11 22 33bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

3. NEW RULES

Blossom Regeneration 
Choose any 1 face-down Blossom - 
of any type - and flip it face up. (If 
there are no face-down Blossoms, do 
nothing.)

The Hobgoblin depicts 2 of these icons on the back, so 
you perform Blossom Regeneration twice.
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1 Player:

2 Players:

3 Players:

4 Players:

1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
2x Militia Barracks

2x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
2x Militia Barracks

1x Archer Tower 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Militia Barracks

1x Archer Tower 
1x Militia Barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

0

2 0 1

0

2 0 1

0

2 0 1

0

2 0 1

Champions are considered to be a Horde - they “attempt 
to move” in order as normal.

1. When a Champion attempts to move; before it attempts 
to move, reveal the top card of the Champion deck: 

If this Champion’s Horde tray shows at least this many 
icons (those uncovered), perform this Champion’s special 
attack. Discard the drawn card 
face up next to the Champions 
deck afterward, regardless 
whether the Champion made a 
special attack.

CHAMPION

Hobgoblin Warchief 
Special attack: Cleave
Remove all soldiers from this horde and 
each adjacent horde. Then, all heroes on and 
adjacent to this horde suffer 1 damage.

2. Then, the Champion attempts to move (as a normal 
Horde).

The Champion attempts to move regardless whether it 
made a special attack.

If multiple Champions are in play, each one will draw a 
separate Activation card, attempt to activate their special 
attack and then attempt to move after (triggered in 
order like normal Hordes based on distance to the Exit). 

These Champion rules apply to all future Champions as 
well.

c1c1
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Our life-giving jungle is on fire! But it is not arsonists who set it 
aflame. A greater evil has settled in, defiling the lungs of our kingdom. 
Special forces led by Alric and his sand warriors are leaving at dawn 
to defeat Fire Claw, who is thought to be the leader of the Magma 
Elementals. Daredevils eager to join them will be remembered forever!

Players’ 
supply:

3x

3x

white Building Site
A white Building Site functions as 
every player’s Building Site color 
simultaneously. More than one player 
can build at the same white Building 
Site (respecting the usual Building Site 

limits). In Phase 5 (Pick Up Tower and Hero Cards), 
each Tower on a white Building Site can be removed by 
any player, regardless who built it. In a Solo game, the 
white Building Site is never blocked (rulebook, page 20).

Event cards
When an Event card is drawn, it triggers 
an effect and is discarded then.

You will find all Events in paragraphs at 
the end of the rulebook (pages 60-61).

3. NEW RULES

VICTORY CONDITION

SPAWN STACKS

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE33

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks 
as shown.

Defeat all 3 of Fire Claw’s cards and survive until the end of 
that round without losing.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health 
is removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards. 

All heroes except Alric are available.

You may use all hero abilities with  . In a game with 
1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 3-4 
players, use 1 ability per hero.

Crossbow Fort, Assassin’s Guild, Archmage and DWAARP 
towers are available. Leave the remaining level 4 towers in 
the box.

Full Tower explanations are in the glossary.

6 basic tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP
At the end of Alric’s 
Move Phase: If the top 
visible Fire Claw card 
has 0 Damage tiles 
on it, each Hero - 

anywhere on the board - 
suffers 1 damage. Alric 
ignores all damage. 

AND

Miniatures (including 
Sand Warriors) can 

not end their movement 
on the top visible Fire 

Claw card. 

4

b

0

4

0

1

1

0

0

a

3

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

4

1

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

top of the
spawn stack

11

22 33

44bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

Wave 0

3x Green

3x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 1

3x Green

2x Yellow

1x Red

 Wave 2

3x Green

3x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 3

1x Green

1x Yellow

Wave 4

1x Green

2x Yellow

Wave S

Event A-B

3x Blank

3x Fire Claw

A12A11

A8 A5A6A4A2
11 44

22 33

Yes, there are two Exits!
Stack Fire Claw’s three cards here 
face up in order (#1 on top, #3 on the 
bottom).

Place a ‘Gold’ Lava Pool here, 
then place 2 Gold on it.

Place Alric’s Miniature and both Sand 
Warriors on this space. 

Leave Alric’s Hero board in the box.

Place 2 Objective tokens on the map, 
1 on each flag icon.

a
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barracks 2FOOTMEN

barracks 2FOOTMEN

2 Players:

3 Players:

4 Players:

1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Adept Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Militia Barracks 
1x Footmen Barracks

1x Archer Tower 
1x Adept Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Footmen Barracks

1x Archer Tower 
1x Adept Guild 
1x Militia Barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MILITIA
barracks

towerguild
ADEPT

2

towerguild
ADEPT

2

towerguild
ADEPT

2

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1 Player:

1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Adept Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Footmen Barracks

barracks 2FOOTMEN

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

towerguild
ADEPT

2

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

Alric and Sand Warriors
Your goal in this scenario is to destroy 
Fire Claw. To do that, you need the 
help of Alric.

At the beginning of phase 2 (play hero 
and tower cards) you may move Alric and both Sand 
Warriors up to 2 spaces each. They all have protection, 
but don’t deal damage on their own.

Fire Claw
You can’t deal damage to Fire Claw’s cards unless 
Alric occupies a space with an objective token.

You may attack only the visible top card of the Fire 
Claw Stack. After covering all colored spaces, destroy 
it during phase 3 (destroy hordes). Remove the top Fire 
Claw card from the stack, read the other side of the 
card, then remove it from play.

Fire Claw never moves. He still deals damage to 
miniatures standing on him like any other Horde.

NEW ENEMIES

magical enemy
Enemies with the  and a blue border 
must be covered with Magical Damage 
(or True Damage) tiles. 

Physical enemy
Enemies with the  and a yellow border 
must be covered with Physical Damage 
(or True Damage) tiles.

1

1 1

0

1

1 1

0

1

1 1

0

1

1 1

0

HERO CHALLENGE: ALRIC
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Rumors of Jack O’Lantern emerging once again from the mist are spreading among the peasants. Villagers have 
ceased their work, and fishermen have been scared off by roiling murky ponds. Our supplies are dwindling. It 
is high time we used our secret weapon. It is time to unleash the magic of fire. 

Wave 0

3x Green

1x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 1

3x Yellow

3x Red

 Wave 2

2x Yellow

Wave 3

1x red

3. NEW RULES

VICTORY CONDITION SPAWN STACKSX 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

THIS IS HALLOWEEN44

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks as 
shown.

Destroy all 4 Champions (see below) and survive until the end of 
that round without losing.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or 2 or more Spawn stacks run out of cards. 

All heroes are available.

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 
3-4 players, use 1 ability per hero.

Crossbow Fort, Assassin’s Guild, Archmage and DWAARP towers 
are available. Leave the remaining level 4 towers in the box.

Full Tower explanations are in the glossary.

6 basic tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP
Kingdom has only 1 heart 
token. If any enemy 
escapes the board, you 

lose the game.

1

5

0

0

0

5

1

1

1

5

c1

b

5

a

1

2

2

3

c2

c2

0

c2

top of the
spawn stack

11

22

33

44bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

Wave 5

2x Green

1x Yellow

1x red

Wave S

Blank x2

Event A, B

Pumpkin x3

1x C1

3x C2

tentacles
Tentacles emerging from the Murky Ponds 
block the building sites. You can’t place 
any tower on a building site containing 

tentacle. If a tentacle is placed on top of tower, you 
can’t pick it up during phase 5 - pick up tower and 
hero cards. 

When a Hero (but not a Sand Warrior) moves onto 
or through a space with a Tentacle, remove the Tentacle 
from the game.

tentacle placement
In each round, after hordes advance, place new 
tentacles in play. In a 1- or 2-player game, place 1 
Tentacle from the supply onto a Building site that is 
adjacent to a Murky Pond and has 0 Tentacles.

In a 3- or 4-player game, place 2 Tentacles from the 
supply, 1 on each of 2 Building sites, each of which is 
adjacent to a Murky Pond and has 0 Tentacles.

Tentacles can be placed on Building sites that have any 
number of Towers already built there (including 0). 
Even if you placed Tentacles already this round from 
Event B, you still place these Tentacles.

Only 4 Tentacles can be placed - if there are no 
Tentacles left in the supply, ignore placing any new 
ones, and do not move already-placed Tentacles.

murky pond
Heroes cannot move onto or through a 
Murky Pond. Unless otherwise stated, 
in all scenarios tentacles emerge from 
Murky Ponds.

fire blossom
When you activate a Fire Blossom, place 
1 1x1 True Damage tile on each Horde 
adjacent to the activated Fire Blossom.

NEW ENEMIES

Physical shields
You’ve already seen Magical Shields in 
Scenario 2, and these Physical Shields 
work the same, but block physical 
damage instead!

Players’ supply:

3x 3x

A3A10

A6A2

11

22 33

44
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1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

2 Players:

4 Players:

1 Player:

3 Players:

2x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Adept Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Militia Barracks

1x Archer Tower 
1x Dwarven Bombard

1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Adept Guild 
1x Dwarven Artillery 
1x Militia Barracks

1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Artillery

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

towerguild
ADEPT

2

Dwarven
2ARTILLERY

Dwarven
2ARTILLERY

1
MAGE
guild

towerguild
ADEPT

2

1
ARCHER
tower

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

Pumpkin Hordes
there are 3 Pumpkin Hordes in the game. 
They spawn only after Jack O’ Lantern 
attacks. When you have to place a 

Pumpkin Horde, draw one randomly. When a Pumpkin 
Horde is defeated, take a reward and shuffle it together 
with remaining Pumpkin Hordes. If there are no Pumpkin 
Hordes in the supply and Jack O’Lantern attacks, just 
move him to another Spawn point and don’t place new 
Pumpkin Hordes.

Champion: Jack O’Lantern
Jack O’Lantern is the new Champion (see page 28).

Jack O’Lantern Special 
attack: Thriller
1. When the Horde with Jack 

O’Lantern is activated, remove all Damage tiles 
and Soldiers from that tray.

2. All Hero miniatures and Sand Warriors on 
the Jack O’Lantern tray receive 1 damage each 
and must Retreat to an adjacent space.

3. Place the Jack O’Lantern tray’s card on top 
of the Spawn stack that is next to the Event 
token . (You may leave it in the tray if you 
like.) 

4. Place a Pumpkin Horde (face up and in a 
tray, see image below) in the same space that 
was previously occupied by the Jack O’Lantern 
tray - but then immediately advance it (all 
Pumpkin Hordes have speed icons, so they move 
twice immediately).

5. Move the Event token to the next spawn 
stack in descending numerical order (2→1, 1→4, 
4→3, 3→2).
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Leviathan is breaking free! Our men die in the slimy grasp of its tentacles. Elora Wintersong and her ice magic 
are our only hope. Protect the realm as she freezes the ponds with her magic. We stand together!

VICTORY CONDITION

SPAWN STACKS

SASHIMI, ANYONE?55

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Wave 1

2x Green

2x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 2

1x Green

2x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 3

1x Green

Wave 4

2x Yellow

Wave 5

2x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 6

1x Green

2x Red

Wave S

Event A

Pumpkin x3

1x C2

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks as 
shown.

Remove all 3 Murky Ponds and survive until the end of that 
round (before players lose).

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health 
is removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards.

All heroes besides Elora are available. Place Elora together 
with your chosen heroes next to the exit at the beginning of 
the game.

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 
3-4 players, use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

6 basic tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP
A9

Players’ 
supply:

3x

3x

A1 A13A5

A6 A4

22

11

33 44

The middle murky pond must 
be frozen by Elora first.

1

5

2

c2

6

2

5

6

4

5

2

1

5

2

3

1

1

6

2

a

1

top of the
spawn stack

11 22

33

44
bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

heal all
If one or more Heal All icons 
are visible on a horde, remove all 
damage tiles from it and each horde 
adjacent to it.

HERO CHALLENGE: ELORA

3. NEW RULES

Your goal in this scenario is to 
help Elora freeze the Murky Ponds. 
Elora starts next to either exit and 
moves at the beginning of Phase 2 
(Play Tower and Hero Cards). She 
moves up to 3 spaces and may cover 

enemies just like any other Hero. She may also 
remove tentacles and trigger blossoms.

Unlike other Heroes, in this scenario Elora may finish 
her move on a Murky Pond. If Elora is on a Murky 
Pond during Phase 3 (Destroy Horde Trays), and no 
tentacles are adjacent to this Murky Pond, she 
freezes the pond: remove it from play. Elora must 
remove all 3 Murky Ponds to win this scenario.

NEW ENEMIES

Jack O’Lantern
Jack O’Lantern works in the 
same way as in the previous 

scenario. He stays on the left path, jumping 
only between the 1st and 2nd spawn points.

3 Players:
1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Militia Barracks 1

MILITIA
barracks

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

4 1 2

1

2 Players:
1x Archer Tower 
2x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
2x Militia Barracks 1

MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

4 1 2

1

4 Players:
1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Militia Barracks

4 1 2

1

1
MILITIA
barracks

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MAGE
guild

1 Player:
1x Archer Tower 
2x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Militia Barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

4 1 2

1
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The myth of Leviathan is being rewritten as the monster breaks free. Our kingdom is being devoured before 
our eyes. Brave soldiers! Gather your strength and face the threat. Songs about this battle will ring in the 
chambers of all castles of Linirea.

SPAWN STACKSVICTORY CONDITION

IT CAME FROM THE DEEP66

3. NEW RULES

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Wave 0

2x Green

1x Red

Wave 1

2x Yellow

2x Red

 Wave 2

1x Green

2x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 3

2x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 4

1x Green

1x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 5

1x Yellow

 Wave 6

1x Green

1x Red

Wave S

4x Leviathan 
Life Cards

5x Leviathan 
Action Cards

3x Blank

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks as 
shown.

Defeat Leviathan!

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards, or Leviathan 
escapes.

All heroes are available.

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 
3-4 players, use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

All tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP

Players’ 
supply:

3x

3x

A6

B13

B9 A5 A8

B7A2

11

22

33

When you shuffle the boss 
deck, first remove all cards 
with the Iron Challenge icon 

on them.

0

4

3

2

1

1

6

4

2

0

0

3

2

1

2

2

3

1

6

4

5

top of the
spawn stack

top of the
spawn stack

top of the
spawn stack

11

22 33

bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

NEW TOWER MODSfrost blossom
When you activate a Frost Blossom, place 
one 1x1 True Damage tile and Totem token 
on any one horde. A totem token disables 
Shields and Heal All abilities for one 
round (remove it after advancing hordes).

When this tower is passed and 
upgraded, the hero receiving it may 
rest for free. You can’t gain free rest 
without upgrading this tower.

When this tower is passed and 
upgraded, gain 2 Crystals and 1 Gold. 
You can’t gain resources without 
upgrading this tower.

When this tower is played, pay 1 Crystal 
to take it back after performing an 
attack. You may play this Tower again 
this round.

When this tower is played in a space 
with a blossom, refresh that blossom.

Water spaces 
Any hero may move through water, but 
can’t end their movement on the water 
spaces.

tentacles
In this scenario, there are no Murky 
Ponds, so tentacles aren’t attacking from 
them. Instead you will add more tentacles 
during Leviathan attacks (see below). 
After being placed, a tentacle works just 

like in previous scenarios (it prevents placing and picking 
towers; heroes may move onto or through a tentacle’s 
space to remove the tentacle).

41414040



1
MILITIA
barracks

Dwarven
2ARTILLERY

1 Player:

3 Players:

4 Players:

2 Players:

1x Archer Tower 
2x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Artillery 
1x Militia Barracks

1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Artillery 
1x Militia Barracks

1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard

1x Archer Tower 
2x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Bombard 
1x Dwarven Artillery 
1x Militia Barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

Dwarven
2ARTILLERY

Dwarven
2ARTILLERY

1BOMBARD
Dwarven

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

1
ARCHER
tower

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

ADD A14 
TILE HERE.

Leviathan
In this scenario, you’ll face a boss - 
Leviathan. He is represented by a miniature 
on the map. Leviathan moves and performs 
attacks differently from normal enemies.

Setup
Before the game, prepare Leviathan’s life stack, consisting 
of 4 Leviathan life cards (with small numbers in the 
lower left corner). Put them near the map in order - 
card with number 4 on the bottom, number 1 on top.

The other 5 Leviathan cards (without numbers and 
squares) are Leviathan action cards. Put cards with 

 in Leviathan’s discard pile, then shuffle the remaining 
Leviathan action cards and put them nearby. These cards 
are the Leviathan’s action deck.

Attacking Leviathan
When attacking Leviathan, you should aim at his miniature, 
but place the damage tiles on the top card in Leviathan’s 
life stack. You have to cover all squares depicting Leviathan 
to defeat Leviathan’s life card. When all marked squares on 
Leviathan’s life card are covered during Phase 3 (Destroy 
Horde Trays), remove all damage tiles from Leviathan, flip 
his top life card, read it aloud and follow the instructions.

As Leviathan is always in water, no figures (heroes/
soldiers/Sand Warriors etc.) may be placed on Leviathan 
cards.

NEW ENEMIES Triggering Leviathan
During Phase 4 (Advance Horde Trays), before you 
advance any other hordes, Leviathan acts. Draw the 
first card from Leviathan’s action deck and perform 
both actions in order: first the upper left action, then 
the lower right action. Then move Leviathan one space 
down through the water. Discard Leviathan’s action card 
afterwards.

If Leviathan’s action deck is empty, shuffle all discarded 
cards to form a new deck.

In order to win this scenario, you have to defeat Leviathan 4 
times. If he manages to move off the bottom edge, you lose!

Each tentacle destroys a tower underneath 
or adjacent to it. Put the destroyed 
towers in the supply. If there are several 
possible targets, choose a tower in the 
tentacle’s space (if any) instead of a 

tower in an adjacent space. Each tentacle may destroy 
only 1 tower, but in case multiple tentacles can attack 
the same towers, you must choose different towers so 
that as many towers as possible are destroyed.

 
Distribute the indicated number of Tentacles 
(e.g. 2) among building sites adjacent to 
Leviathan.

Deal 1 damage to each Hero that is adjacent 
to any tentacle.

11

22
22
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The battle might be over, but the war is still on. As the water calms down, the ground starts to tremble. 
Shadow Champions and their loyal wyverns have come to bear against our troops. We must stand our ground, 
for it is the land of our fathers.

SPAWN STACKSVICTORY CONDITION

THEY CAME FROM BELOW77 3. NEW RULES

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Wave 0

1x Green

1x Yellow

Wave 1

2x Green

1x Red

 Wave 2

1x Green

3x Red

Wave 3

2x Red

Wave 6

1x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 7

3x Yellow

3x Red

 Wave S

3x C3

1x blank

Event A

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks as 
shown.Defeat all Shadow Champions!

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards, or any Shadow 
Champion escapes.

All heroes are available.

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 
3-4 players, use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

All tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP

Do not place the starting 
Fault Line in play. 

Fault Lines cannot be 
removed from the board.

3

7

7

c3

6

2

7

3

6

7

7

1

6

c3

a

2

0 2

7

top of the
spawn stack

11

22

33

44

bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

Players’ 
supply:

3x

3x

B4

B11

B10 B8

B5

B2

B2

11

44
33

22

Note: Hordes 
do not spawn 
from Point 
4 during the 
Hordes Spawn 
step until 
later in the 
scenario.

Fault Line
Fault Lines are a new type of Environment feature. They 
are placed on the path. All Hordes moving along the Path 
jump over Fault Lines.

When a Hero enters a space with a large 
Fault Line, flip it to its other (small) side.

When a Hero enters a 
space with a small Fault 
Line, remove it from play.

A Hero may not retreat 
onto a Fault Line.

NEW ENEMIES

Flying hordes
When a flying horde moves (either spawns 
or advances), first remove all soldiers and 
retreat all heroes from it (without dealing 
damage). Then it moves ahead toward the 
exit as usual, jumping past any other flying 

Hordes, but it can stop in the same space with a non-
flying Horde (heroes are forced to retreat). Don’t remove 
any damage tiles. When a flying horde moves and uncovers 
a non-flying horde that was below it, the latter moves 
normally in the same turn (potentially jumping through the 
flying horde).

If a flying Horde is destroyed with Heroes 
on it, and there is another Horde below, the 
Heroes must retreat.

Some squares on a flying Horde have this 
icon. You cannot cover these squares with 
damage or Heroes.

Shadow Champion 
Special attack: Devourer

Remove all soldiers and heroes from the Shadow 
Champion card (Heroes must retreat but take no 
damage),

After the Shadow Champion advances, place 
a Fault Line (large side up) in the space it 
left. If there are no Fault Lines left to 
place, the Kingdom loses 1 heart.
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1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Artillery 
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1
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1
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2

0
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1

1

1
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1
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1
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0

1
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1
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1
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1
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1

1
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1
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War isn’t only about fighting. It is about remaining human; woe to those who forget it. Every man’s right is to 
be free after death. Our fallen comrades were deprived of that right! Shackled between the worlds, they await 
our help. We need to intervene. Help Dierdre with her rescue of the lost souls.

Evasive hordes
Damage Tiles can’t be placed on an 
Evasive horde unless there is a Soldier 
or Hero on it.

The black Evasive squares cannot be covered by damage 
tiles or Heroes.

SPAWN STACKS

VICTORY CONDITION

DIERDRE’S LOST LEGIONS88

3. NEW RULES

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Wave 1

2x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 2

1x Yellow

 Wave 4

1x Green

1x Yellow

Wave 5

1x Green

2x Red

Wave 6

1x Green

1x Yellow

Wave 7

3x Yellow

1x Red

 Wave 8

2x Green

2x Yellow

2x Red

Wave S

1x C1

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks as 
shown.

Survive 6 rounds and remove all event tokens.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards.

At the start of the game, each player can select any hero 
(except Dierdre). Place Dierdre and the players’ selected 
heroes next to the exit.

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 
3-4 players, use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

All tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP

Players’ 
supply:

5x

3x

A9

A4 A13
A8

A7 A6

44

33

Do not use any blossoms.

1

5

5

6

8

4

7

8

8

c1

8

7

7

7

2

8

8

6

5

top of the
spawn stack

3311

22

44bottom of 
the spawn 

stack

B1

B10 B14

B5

22

11

HERO CHALLENGE: DIERDRE

Dierdre starts next to a chosen exit. and 
moves at the beginning of Phase 2 (Play 
Tower and Hero Cards). In the first 
round, teleport Dierdre to any space on 
that map. In later rounds, 
each turn teleport her to 

any available space on the other map. Any 
Hero in the same location as Dierdre when 
she teleports goes with her to the other 
map. She may cover enemies and trigger 
blossoms just like any other Hero.

There are three sets of Event tokens ( ) on the 
two maps.

At the end of phase 2, if Dierdre is on an event 
token, remove it. When Dierdre removes a token, if 
there is a Hero in the corresponding space on the 
other map, you may also remove the token under 
that Hero.

Whenever you remove an event token, place a , 
,  or  blossom in its space.

You are playing 6 turns - until all 
of the Spawn stacks are depleted.
When there are no horde cards 
left to draw after phase 1, you win 
at the end of that round, if there 
are no  tokens left in play. If 
the Kingdom is overrun by Hordes, 
or you have not removed all  
tokens by the end of turn 6, 
you lose.

Earth Blossom
When this Blossom is activated, give one 
Hero protection for the remainder of the 
round.

NEW ENEMIES

PLAYING ON SEPARATE MAPS:
. The surface map and the underground 
map are separate.
. Heroes that are not in play may move 
onto either map with their first movement 
point.
. Players can build towers on either 
map.
. Blossoms can affect legal targets on 
either map.
. Heroes may move from one map to the 
other by leaving their current map as 
their action (instead of Attack or Rest) 
- they enter one of the three spots 
adjacent to the exit of the other map.
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We have faced the flames, conquered the water, and calmed the earth. Today, the wind is our foe. A great 
cyclone has appeared on the horizon, and new legions of elementals within it. But the alliance of men and apes 
is strong! Saitam, the ape god, has ensnared the wind before. Follow our brothers! For glory!

Players’ 
supply:

5x

5x

SPAWN STACKSVICTORY CONDITION 1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MILITIA
barracks

1
MAGE
guild

1
MAGE
guild

7

1

6

2

7

8

0

2

c3

2

2

2

2

c3

b

a

c

3

2

7

7

1

0

STORM CHASER99 3. NEW RULES

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Wave 0

2x Red

Wave 1

3x Green

1x Red

 Wave 2

3x Green

2x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 3

1x Red

Wave 6

1x Red

Wave 7

3x Yellow

2x Red

 Wave 8

1x Yellow

1x Red

Wave S

2x C3

2x blank

Event A, B, C

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks as 
shown.Survive until Saitam’s quest is done.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards.

At the start of the game, each player can select any hero 
(except Saitam).

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 3-4 
players, use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

All tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP

Only Saitam may interact with 
Blossoms and Fault Lines.

top of the
spawn stack
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the spawn 

stack
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Blocked path
Neither Heroes nor Hordes 
can enter the Murky Pond 
in this scenario. Hordes 
always choose the shortest 

currently available path to the exit. As 
usual, a Flying Horde can move onto a 
non-flying Horde (but not onto the Murky 
Pond).

Tentacles aren’t used in this scenario.

Cyclone
After Hordes advance, 
draw and spawn the top 
card of the spawn stack 
next to the Cyclone. Then 

move the Cyclone to the next spawn point 
(from 1 to 2; from 2 to 3; from 3 to 1).

Event Stack
After Hordes spawn, if 
there are 3 Flag tokens 
on this stack, remove 
them and draw the top 

card. Otherwise, do not draw an event 
this round.

a

HERO CHALLENGE: SAITAM

Your goal in this scenario 
is to help Saitam end the 
storm. Saitam starts on the 
path space next to the exit 
and moves at the beginning 
of Phase 2 (Play Tower 

and Hero Cards). He moves up to 3 spaces 
and may cover enemies just like any other 
Hero. He may trigger blossoms and close 
fault lines.

Whenever Saitam would be dealt damage, 
instead remove 1 heart from the Kingdom 
for each damage that he would receive. 
Saitam is never removed from the board 
in this scenario. Whenever Saitam enters a 
space with a flag, move it to the top of 
the Event stack. You win the scenario if you 
survive the round during which event B is 
uncovered (see below).

a

44

EVENT 
STACK
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A rain of arrows fills the sky. Sharpshooter hordes decimate our men. The dead arise from the battlefield, 
sowing panic in our troops.  It is finally time to utter the terrible words of a dark ritual, to counter Anoobis 
himself, who has appeared against us. In times like these, we cannot be narrow-minded. Only Bruxa’s rituals 
might stop the even worse acts.

Wave 0

1x Green

1x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 1

1x Red

 Wave 2

1x Green

2x Red

Wave 3

1x Yellow

7

0

1

2 8

9

2 Players:

4 Players:3 Players:

2x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Artillery 
3x Militia Barracks

1x Mage Guild 
1x Militia Barracks

1x Mage Guild 
2x Militia Barracks

Players’ 
supply:

5x

3x

VICTORY CONDITION
SPAWN 
STACKS

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

DEATH IS NOT THE END1010

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered 
horde cards, 
prepare the spawn 
stacks as shown.

Perform 3 rituals with Bruxa.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards.

At the start of the game, each player can select any hero 
(except Bruxa).

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 3-4 
players, use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

All tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP

Bruxa can’t stand on 
hordes.

22
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33

33

Wave 4

1x Green

1x red

Wave 6

1x Green

2x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 7

3x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 8

1x Green

2x red

Wave 9
2x Green
2x Yellow
2x Red

Wave S
Blank x1
Event A
3x C3
3x C4
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Storm Blossom
When you activate a Storm Blossom, place one 2x1 
True Damage tile on any one Horde. Remove all 
soldiers and retreat all heroes from that Horde. 
Then move it to any empty space on the path.HERO CHALLENGE: BRUXA

3. NEW RULES

Bruxa starts next to a chosen exit and moves 
at the beginning of Phase 2 (Play Tower and 
Hero Cards). She moves up to 3 spaces and 
may cover enemies just like any other Hero. 
She may trigger blossoms and close fault 
lines.

Whenever Bruxa would be dealt damage, remove 1 heart from 
the Kingdom for each damage that she would receive. Bruxa is 
never removed from the board in this scenario. 

Perform a Ritual
Bruxa gains skulls when she is on or adjacent to a horde 
that is destroyed as if she was controlled by a player. She 
doesn’t attack and deal any damage, though. Put collected 
Skull tokens on Bruxa’s activation card.

Bruxa has an additional ability: she can perform a Ritual if 
she ends her turn in a  space and has 3 skulls on her 
activation card. Remove 3 skull tokens from her activation card 
and the Flag marker from the map to indicate that Bruxa has 
successfully performed a Ritual there.

After all 3 Rituals have been performed, the remaining hordes 
are destroyed and the heroes prevail!

Sharpshooter
While this icon is visible on a horde, the horde will not move. 
Instead of moving, it deals 1 damage to a chosen hero. Once 
all  icons are covered, the horde will move along the 
path as usual. Even if a horde has speed icons, while it has 
sharpshooters, trigger it only once.

Sharpshooter hordes may only target 
heroes currently on the board.

NEW ENEMIES

B2

B4 B12 B14

B6

B3

Anoobis special action - Army Of the Dead

When Anoobis is activated, place the top horde 
card from Anoobis' graveyard in the space he just moved out of. The 
horde placed in this manner does not activate this round.

If Anoobis was activated, but he didn't move (e.g. while soldier or 
hero prevented the movement) the horde is spawned in front of him.
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Anoobis’ Graveyard
Anoobis’ passi ve abili ty : 
Whenever a horde is destroyed, 
move it to Anoobis’ graveyard 
and shuffle the graveyard.

ANOOBIS’ 
GRAVEYARD

ANOOBIS’ 
GRAVEYARD

ANOOBIS’ 
GRAVEYARD

ANOOBIS’ 
GRAVEYARD
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We may be outnumbered. We may be ill equipped. But the will to persist is stronger than ever! Let this be a 
prophecy echoing in the enemy’s ranks: no element shall ever bend Linirea! Whoever is behind all this, show 
yourself! Only cowards hide behind their troops.

1
MILITIA
barracks

SPAWN STACKSVICTORY CONDITION

 ALL ELEMENTS BREAK LOOSE1111

X 5

Iron challengeIron challenge

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Wave 0

3x Green

1x Yellow

Wave 1

1x Green

1x Red

 Wave 2

1x Green

1x Yellow

1x Red

Wave 3

1x Green

Wave 4

1x Yellow

Wave 5

1x Red

 Wave 6

2x Green

1x Yellow

1x Red

Wave 7

2x Yellow

Wave 8

1x Green

1x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 9

2x Green

2x Yellow

 Wave S

1x C1

1x C2

1x C3

1x C4

Wave S

Event A,B,C

3x Blank

3x Pumpkin

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks as 
shown.

At the end of the round, if there are no hordes in play you win.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards, or there are 
not enough trays to place all hordes on the board.

All heroes are available.

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 
3-4 players, use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

All tower mods are available.

Gather together the following horde cards from the indicated 
wave groups:

2. SETTING UP THE MAP
During set up, each player 
must place a Fault Line 

onto the map on any path 
space. With 4 players, also 
remove 1 crystal from the 

Lava pool.
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Warriors! They are weakening. They need their 
leader. And this leader will taste our steel. The 
elemental uprising is coming to an end! We will 
prevail! Elemenace - we are coming for you!
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WATER. EARTH. AIR. FIRE.1212
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1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

Wave 0

1x Green

1x Yellow

1x Red

Wave 1

2x Green

1x Yellow

 Wave 2

1x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 3

1x Green

2x Red

Wave 4

2x Green

1x Yellow

1x Red

Wave 5

2x Yellow

 Wave 6

2x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 7

1x Yellow

3x Red

Wave 8

1x Yellow

2x Red

Wave 9

1x Green

2x Yellow

 Wave S

Event A

Wave E

5x Elemenace action cards

4x Elemenace Life cards

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered 
horde cards, prepare 
the spawn stacks as 
shown.

Defeat Elemenace!

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards, or Elemenace 
escapes.

All heroes are available.

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game with 
1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 3-4 players, 
use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

All tower mods are available.

Gather the following horde cards from the indicated waves:

Use the Iron effects on 
Elemenace’s action cards.
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Elemenace
In this scenario, you’ll face a boss - 
Elemenace. He is represented by a miniature 
on the map. Elemenace moves and performs 
attacks differently from normal enemies.

NEW ENEMIES

2. SETTING UP THE MAP

SPAWN 
STACKS

3. NEW RULES

Setup
Before the game, prepare Elemenace’s life stack, consisting of 
4 Elemenace life cards (with small numbers in the lower right 
corner). Put them near the map in order - card with number 4 
on the bottom, number 1 on top. The other 5 Elemenace cards 
(without numbers and squares) are Elemenace action cards. Put 
the card with “Magic” action in Elemenace’s discard pile, then 
shuffle the remaining Elemenace action cards and put them nearby. 
These cards are Elemenace’s action deck.

Attacking Elemenace
When attacking Elemenace, you should aim at his miniature, 
but place the damage tiles on the top card of Elemenace’s 
life stack. You have to cover all squares depicting Elemenace 
to defeat Elemenace’s life card. When all marked squares on 
Elemenace’s life card are covered during Phase 3 (Destroy 
Horde Trays), remove all damage tiles from Elemenace, flip 
his top life card, read it aloud and follow the instructions. 
Elemenace must be destroyed with towers and blossoms. Heroes 
cannot damage Elemenace: they can neither attack nor move 
onto him. Soldiers may attack Elemenace only with splash 
damage (spears) as no miniatures can be placed on Elemenace.

Triggering Elemenace
During Phase 4 (Advance Horde Trays), before you advance any other 
hordes, Elemenace acts. Draw the first card from Elemenace’s action 
deck and read it aloud, triggering all effects. Then move Elemenace 
one space. Discard Elemenace’s action card afterwards.

If Elemenace’s action deck is empty, shuffle all discarded cards 
to form a new deck.

In order to win this scenario, you have to defeat Elemenace 4 
times. If he manages to escape earlier, you lose!

2

Elemenace life card 
(with squares and 
number in the lower 
right corner).

Elemenace action card. 
Put Elemenace’s Action 

deck beside his Life deck.
Setup: put the “Magic” action 
card in the discard.
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Some things never change. Kingdoms will always be under pressure, and hotheads like you will always seek 
fights to prove themselves. So… ready to break some bones again?

2card of yourchoice

2card of yourchoice

2card of yourchoice
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2 Players:
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1x Archer Tower 
1x Mage Guild 
1x Dwarven Artillery 
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+ 2x Level 2 towers of the team’s choice

+ any Level 2 tower
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VICTORY CONDITION SPAWN STACKS

THE ELEMENTAL RIFT 3. SETUP

X 5

1. SETTING UP HORDE STACKS 

HORDES

HEROES

TOWERS

Using the gathered horde cards, prepare the spawn stacks 
as shown.

At the end of the round, if you have defeated 2 bosses, you win.

All players immediately lose if: All of the Kingdom’s Health is 
removed, or all Spawn stacks run out of cards.

You may use all hero abilities with  or   . In a game 
with 1-2 players, use 2 abilities per hero; in a game with 
3-4 players, use 1 ability per hero.

All towers are available.

All tower mods are available.

To prepare the Hordes you first need to group them. 
The groups for the Hordes in the game are:

Players’ supply:

4x 2x

B10

B12

B3B6

B1 B5

22

11

33

44

Group A

Wave 0 Green

Wave 1 Green

Wave 2 Green

Group B

Wave 0 Yellow

Wave 2 Yellow

Wave 1 Red

Group C

Wave 0 Red

Wave 2 Red

Wave 1 Yellow

Group D

Wave 4 Yellow

Wave 6 Yellow

Wave 3 Red

Wave 4 Red

Wave 5 Red

Wave 6 Red
Group E

Wave 3 Yellow

Wave 5 Yellow

Wave 3 Green

Wave 4 Green

Wave 5 Green

Wave 6 Green

Group F

Wave 8 Green

Wave 9 Green

Wave 7 Yellow

Wave 8 Yellow

Group G

Wave 9 Yellow

Wave 7 Red

Wave 8 Red

Wave 9 Red

Elemental 
Rift

Cyclone
2 sets of 
boss cards
10 elemental 
rift cards

Elemental 
Rift Card
Elemental 
Rift Card
Cyclone 

Rift Card
Elemental 
Rift Card
Elemental 
Rift Card
Elemental 
Rift Card

Group A

Boss

Group C

Group D

Group D

Group E

Group G

Group C

Group B

Boss

Group E

Group E

Group F

Group F

Group B

Group A

Group E

Group D

Group F

Group G

Mixing and Matching with Kingdom Rush: Rift in Time
You can use the Boss Life and Reference cards from 
Portal Storm in Elemental Rift.
You cannot use bosses from Elemental Rift in Portal Storm. 

1.  Set up the map as shown.

2. Prepare a Blossom Pool by taking 2 of each of the 
elemental blossoms tokens (Fire, Frost, Earth and 
Storm) and putting them in a pile beside the tower 
market. Don’t put regular magic blossoms in this pool.

3. Set aside the Champion horde cards (C1, C2, C3, and 
C4) as well as the extra cards needed for Champions 
(Reference cards, Pumpkin Hordes and Champions Action 
deck). Champions may be summoned by events in The 
Elemental Rift scenario. Set these all aside with the 
Rift Boss reference cards (Rift Leviathan Reference 
and Rift Elemenace Reference).

4. Prepare the Rift deck:
a. Set aside the Rift Cyclone card 

(with “C”).
b. Set aside the Rift boss life cards, and 

the Rift boss reference cards (NOTE 
for players who have Rift in Time: Rift boss 
life cards and reference cards can have 
Portal Storm backs, as you can use bosses 
from Portal Storm).
c. Shuffle the rest of Rift cards.
d. Prepare the Rift Deck as shown, putting 
the Cyclone as card 3.

e. Rift Boss life cards will be used to make horde stacks.
f. Rift Boss reference cards will be used only if that 

boss appears from the horde stacks. Keep them with the 
Champion cards in case they are needed!

5. Prepare Horde Groups.
The Elemental Rift scenario uses randomly set up horde 
stacks. These stacks are drawn from horde groups. 
Take all of the horde cards you have and organize them 
into the following groups. Then, shuffle the horde cards 
within each group. Then prepare the Horde stacks as 
shown above, e.g. putting random cards from Group A 
at each A in a Horde stack.

6. Take the Rift Boss Life cards (these may have the Portal 
Storm card back). These are shuffled together and are 
used to fill the two “Boss” slot of the horde stacks.

7. Set up the horde stacks using the groups.

4. NEW RULES

Blossom Regrow 
After Hordes Advance, remove each used blossom 
that is in play and replace it with 1 chosen blossom 
from the blossom pool (if there are any left).

top of the 
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11 22 33

44

bottom of 
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2. SETTING UP THE MAP
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EVENTS

SCENARIO 3

SCENARIO 9

SCENARIO 4

SCENARIO 7

SCENARIO 10

SCENARIO 11

SCENARIO 12

SCENARIO 5

A/B
Our allies are seemingly overwhelmed by 
hordes. We should give them a chance to 
catch a breath!

Sand Warriors lose protection until the end of 
this round.

A
“I’ve got it! They won’t cross water, so we can 
use it to block the path, like a wall!” Saitam 
shouts as he leaps into the water and begins to 
spin faster and faster, splashing water everywhere. 
Within moments the pond has relocated, and the 
hordes will have to take the longer path now.

Place Saitam on the Murky pond, he does not activate 
this round. After horde trays are destroyed, move the 
Murky Pond to the space shown. If there is already 
a horde there, move it forward one space (along with 
all tiles and miniatures on it), then place the pond.

Here’s an example in a 2-player game. Regardless of 
player count, move the Murky Pond along with Saitam 
and everything else in the space as shown.

B
Saitam bounces around the battlefield. “This 
will be great! Watch me!” he shouts, spinning 
again, just like he did in the water pool. This 
time, the cyclone is drawn to him and starts 
spinning around him. “Hold them off for a 
minute! This is harder than I thought!”

Place Saitam and the Cyclone in the space shown. 
Saitam does not move this round. You cannot use the 
white Building Site. At the end of this round, if the 
Kingdom survives, the deadly Cyclone sucks in all 
the Hordes, and you win!

C
Where did they come from? They appeared out 
of nowhere!

Place a Wave 0 Green horde in the space shown. 
When hordes advance, it advances last.

A
Our soldiers are petrified with fear. The enemy 
generals strike back!

This round, Champions do not draw a card from 
their attack stack; they simply attack.

B
There is something very strange in this water...

Put an additional Tentacle on the board, following 
the usual rules. In a 3- or 4- player game, put 2 
additional Tentacles.

A
The cave rumbles, then suddenly the volcano 
explodes. From the volcano’s smoke, more 
Hordes emerge!

Place spawn token 4 on top of 
the lava pool. hordes from spawn 
stack 4 spawn into the 4-way 
intersection. Spawn another 
horde from this stack and one 
from stack 4.

A
“Do you feel that wind? Where is it coming 
from?!”

Place the Cyclone at spawn point 1. The Cyclone 
does not move this turn.

A
A storm is gathering over our heads...

Place the Cyclone at spawn point 1.

B
Heroes, brace yourselves! The hardest 
moment is yet to come!

At the end of this round: deal 1 damage to each 
Hero adjacent to the Lava Pool or the Murky 
Pond. Then, remove the Pool and the Pond from 
play. Tentacles in play remain, but they are no 
longer placed after hordes advance.

C
The storm finally dissipates. Forward, 
defenders of Linirea!

Remove the cyclone from play. Spawn another 
card from this spawn point.

A
“The blossoms seep up the elemental energy 
radiating from Elemenace and regrow.”

Regrow all blossoms.

A
The grasping tentacles writhe on the ground.
Whatever they grab struggles to escape. 
The small quakes cause the foundations of 
weaker towers to collapse.

Until the end of the game, for each Tentacle 
you cannot place, choose and return one level 
1 tower to the supply (if you can). You can’t 
choose a tower blocked by the tentacle.
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Dispelling the Cyclone:
Immiedately after Bruxa performs her 
second Ritual, remove the Cyclone 
from play.44
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